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• Description of op-ed

• Short: 600-700 words

• Topical: On top of the news

• Essay of opinion or explanation authored by a 

named person not associated with the newspaper’s 

editorial board or even a member of staff.

• Often well-known and certainly knowledgeable 

author.
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“It occurred to me that nothing is more 

interesting than opinion when opinion is 

interesting, so I devised a method of 

cleaning off the page opposite the editorial, 

which became the most important in 

America ... and thereon I decided to print 

opinions, ignoring facts.”

Herbert Bayard Swope, editor New York World
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–Johnny Appleseed

Student Undergraduate Essay typicam canadensis

“The total overhaul of the news mediascape has 

redefined not only methods of news distribution, but 

also the role and quality of journalism as it translates to 

an increasingly digital age. Globe and Mail editor-in-

chief David Walmsley’s suggestion that the form news 

media takes does not impact the quality and methods 

of production is too simplistic and overlooks the 

necessary evolution journalism has undergone in order 

to maintain a sense of relevancy in today’s news media 

climate.”
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Margaret Wente in flight

Justin Trudeau’s man crush on Fidel Castro is making 
news around the world – and not in a good way. The 
headlines are painful. “Justin Trudeau ridiculed over 
praise of ‘remarkable leader,’” said the Guardian. 
“Trudeau’s Castro tribute raises eyebrows,” said CNN. 
“Twitter imagined what he would say about Stalin,” 
mocked The Washington Post.
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Matthew Coon Come begins . . .

On behalf of the Cree Nation of Eeyou Istchee, I must 

express our indignation at the  double standard evident in 

the Quebec government’s refusal to address the 

allegations of abuse of indigenous women in Val d’Or and 

elsewhere in Quebec.

Tom Flanagan declares . . .

The Conservative Party leadership race has a dozen 

candidates but no front-runner. Kellie Leitch’s lead in 

public opinion polls means little, because the leader will be 

elected by party members, not the general public.
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• Both articles begin with a simple declarative sentence structure 

using the active voice. 

• When the subject is the agent or doer of the action, the verb is in 

the active voice. Chief Coon Come: “I must express our 

indignation . . .” And Dr. Flanagan: “The leadership race has a 

dozen candidates but no front-runner. Kellie Leitch’s lead in 

public opinion polls means little - and only then does he dip into 

the passive voice where the subject is the target of the action -

“because the leader will be elected by party members, not the 

general public.”

• Active voice: Sheila ate the marshmallows. Passive: The 

marshmallows were eaten by Sheila. You can see which 

structure is stronger, more muscular, more clear,
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Structure

• Introductory paragraph (lede): strong, provocative, active voice, 

attention-grabbing

• 2nd paragraph: expands on intro and leads into first point of 

argument

• First point with supporting evidence

• Second point with supporting evidence

• Third, fourth, fifth (if there’s room) points with supporting evidence

• Conclusion - which swings back to introductory paragraph.
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Flanagan

• 2nd paragraph expands on his intro paragraph and 

leads into his 1st point of argument: Leadership 

election rules will have a strong impact on outcome

• He then explains the rules
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• Each of 338 riding associations is awarded 100 

points divided among candidates in proportion to 

the votes they receive. Voting is by preferential 

ballot, with the candidates with the fewest votes 

being successively dropped off the ballot and their 

votes transferred to the voters’ second choice until 

there is a clear winner with 50 + 1 per cent of the 

total 33,800 points.

• Complex chunk of information - but needs to be 

there, up high in the article, to enable the reader to 

understand the rest of the essay
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• His third point: main strategy a candidate can 

employ -“go for broke” (evidence - victory on 1st 

ballot e.g. Harper and Trudeau) by stirring up lots of 

publicity (Leitch technique with vetting immigrants 

and killing CBC)

• Problem: Opposition may coalesce around another 

candidate

• Fourth point: 2nd main strategy is to build alliances 

with candidates likely to drop off the ballot early. 

They can be promised prominent positions in party 

in exchange for supporting Dr. Leitch.
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• Fifth point: candidates can agree to exchange 

preferences: recommend to their supporters to give 

2nd preference on their ballots to the “preference 

partner”

• Conclusion: ties everything together and circles 

back to the lede
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• “Preferential voting helps to build consensus around the 

winning candidate. Unfortunately, however, the qualities 

needed to build internal [party] consensus do not always 

lead to victory over other parties.”

• (Dr. Flanagan gives two illustrations of politicians who won 

their party’s leadership but lost big in elections: the federal 

Liberals’ Stephane Dion and Alberta Progressive 

Conservative Allison Redford. And then two examples of 

leadership winners who also won elections: Mr. Harper and 

Mr. Trudeau.  

• “The Conservatives have to hope that a consensus winner 

in an internal party race can also become a winner in the 

larger arena of national elections.”
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Summary

• Neat, short sentences, active voice wherever 

possible, tightly argued

• Provocative, attention-grabbing lede - makes you 

want to read on

• Arguments and supporting evidence side-by-side

• Conclusion that ties everything together and swings 

back to reprise the lede.
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